T. R. CONTRADICTS PRESIDENT AGAIN

Colonel Denies Ever Held Belief Trust Law Should Be Repealed.

ARCHBALD IS CRITICISED

Appointment Insulted to Have Been Made in Place of President as in Phoenix--Harmarville Delegation Repudiated.

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL DELEGATION ELECTION

STATE
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Shriners on Time

El Kadir Temple Delegates Reach Los Angeles.

WEEK'S FESTIVITY AHEAD

Members Ready to Take Part in Line of Scheduled Events--Proposed to Race Ferguson-Bertin Bathing Place Considered.

VICTIM OF AUTO-ROLL DIES

Race to Beat Train, Cute Life of Rose Bertinmore Misc.

WHIRLWIND TOUR PLANNED

Alderman of Chicago and Mayor of New York Will Visit in Their Vehicles in Six Days, Arrive at Their End Points at Same Time, Return.

SHIPS TO GATHER AT SHEPHERD SPRINGS

$150,000 Will Be Spent in Building Giant Bathing Place, to Be Used in the Autumn, By 3,000,000 Visitors, 100 Acres of Land,

President PAYS TRIBUTE TO BUTT

Voice Fails and Tears Fall Steadily When Devotion of Aide Is Recalled.

HEROISM TO BE EXPECTED

Self-Sacrificing Son of Character, Simple, Straightforward and Innocent of Intrigue. Friends and Praise.

WASHINGTON, May 1--The life of Major Archbold W. Butt, as a military officer, ends today. He died Thursday morning in a Washington hospital. He had been suffering from the complications of a cerebral hemorrhage. Butt was born in Virginia, was graduated from West Point in 1892, and was commissioned a second lieutenant. He later went to France and was made colonel. In 1917, he was made a brigadier general, and in 1919, a major general. He was last stationed in the Philippines, where he was made a brigadier general. He was last stationed in the Philippines, where he was made a brigadier general.
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Thirst Content

Every day—many times a day, it just seems as if nothing would satisfy.

Drink Coca-Cola

There's nothing like it.

It's an wholesome as pure water, and quenches the thirst as nothing else will.

Delicious—Refreshing—Wholesome

Demand the Genuine—Retail Substitutes

THE COCA-COLA CO.

ARROW SHIRTS

Will prove as good in every way as the COLLARS that bear the same name.

$1.00 and $2.00

CLEVES, FRANKLYN & CO.

HENDRY, OR.

Elders Music House

New and Used Instruments.

Wanted. Instrument Repairers.

Tools of the trade. (The National Brand.)

Billette Tools are made for the mechanic who wants the best. They are manufactured from the best Tool Steel, and are properly made to fill every requirement, and are very our is warranted.

Sold by All Hardware Dealers

NEW DEPARTURE

The last word in precision tool work, not because of noise or size, but because of quality. It is the trade mark of superior workmanship and the highest quality of tools. The tool brings the know-how to the service, and makes the service successful.

Write or call for booklet today.

Security Savings and Trust Company

Montreal, at Fifth Street, Portland, Oregon

Capital and surplus

$100,000

The Edward Holman
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